The Polk Street Irregulars
The Gin Club of Whitechapel

If you have not done so already, please first visit the following link
for important information on the various levels and rewards you can
achieve in our club, as well how to register and track your progress:
thepolkstreetirregulars.com/register.pdf
Once you’ve registered in the club, you are ready to begin with
Chapter One below!!

Chapter One: The remarkable juniper berry
& Dutch Courage

Juniper berries - by legal and historic definition, juniper berries are essential to all gin. Part of the
cypress family, the primary flavor comes not from the juniper berry, but the seeds inside the berry
which produce the essential oils. While Juniper does grow wild in Britain, it is the large berries
that grow in Italy, Serbia, Macedonia, and India that are typically used in gin. It can take up to
three years for the berries to mature enough to be harvested for their oils.
Genever:
Though likely first made in the 1400s or even earlier, the first written account of a malt wine with
juniper (“Genever/Jenever”) is found in 1552, and by the 1560s, juniper-flavored spirits were
available throughout The Netherlands, Belgium, and Northern France. The word
‘jenever’/’genever’ is from the Old French word for ‘juniper tree,’ (‘genevre’) from the Latin word
‘juniperus’. The Thirty Years War in the early 1600s also brought English soldiers in contact with
genever and they called the spirit “Dutch Courage,” inspired by the confidence it gave to Dutch
soldiers headed into battle.

Traditionally produced in the Netherlands and Belgium, genever was, until the end of the 1800s,
solely a malt-wine (a spirit similar to unaged whisky) produced on a pot still and flavored with
juniper. Following the patenting of the column still in 1832 and the ability to produce a lighter
neutral spirit (more on that in Chapter 3), modern genever is produced by blending pot-still maltwine with a neutral spirit that has been distilled with botanicals, including juniper. Even with this
addition of the botanical spirit, however, genever retains much of the characteristics of malt-wine,
giving it a very different flavor and body than what we typically think of as gin.

The Mission:
● Taste: juniper berries $0
○ Take the berries and crush them between your fingers to release their spectacular
aroma. Eat a few as well - they are sweet and edible.
● Taste: Diep 9 Oude Kopstoot 1 oz genever + side of beer $12
○ Oude (“Old”) genever - Not old meaning aged, but old as in the more traditional
“older” style of genever with more botanicals, more sugar allowed (up to 20 grams
per liter), and a higher percent of malt-wine (at least 15%)
○ Kopstoot translates as “a blow for your head” or “headbutt” - the traditional Dutch
method of drinking a sip of cold genever from a small, tulip-shaped glass followed by
a sip of beer and continuing to alternate. The first sip of genever is traditionally
taken without hands (see below).

Chapter 2: Gin’s not-so-pretty start
● 1689 - Dutchman William of Orange becomes King William III of England, allied with the
Netherlands against France, and begins to block the import of French brandy, the most
popular spirit in Britain at the time. Genever begins to be consumed and produced in
England to take brandy’s place, and “gin” (there was not yet written use of the term) was
born.
● 1700s - Gin and poorly made gin knockoffs were being produced in London by all sizes of
distillery. Knockoffs were made using additives to imitate juniper and improve flavor, such
as oil of almonds, pepper, ginger, sugar, and glycerine, and more lethal additives such as
sulphuric acid and turpentine. The poor were able to afford the cheaply produced gin, and
were especially drawn to and impacted by it. The mass consumption and its effects are
today known as London’s “Gin Craze.”
○ To quote author Richard Barnett, “Only in London were the raw materials of the gin
craze--deregulated distilling, low grain prices, urban poverty, a taste for cheap
consumables--all present. And it was here, in this roiling, bubbling human alembic,
that they were distilled into the very quintessence of scandal.” Gin was blamed for
many of society's ills, including low fertility and birth defects, earning it the famous
nickname “Mother’s Ruin.”
● 1751 - William Hogarth’s engravings "Gin Lane" and "Beer Street" are first published in the
London Evening Post, along with a pamphlet created and distributed by a Westminster
magistrate calling for prohibition. He may have been on to something - an investigation by
London authorities that same year found that there were 17,000 private gin shops in London
at the time (population = 600,000), meaning roughly 1 in 5 houses were selling gin, not to
mention all of the inns, taverns, etc. Compromise was reached with the eighth Gin Act of
1751 which made duties high but reasonable, retail permits remained low cost but were only
made available to alehouses, inns, and taverns, thus essentially ending illegal gin sales, and
distilling permits were obtainable enough to drive away illegal production. This, at long last,
marked the end of the Gin Craze.(whew!)

● Late 1820s - London was the largest city in the world. Recent legislation had lowered duties
on English spirits, thus, once again, making gin cheap, and increasing consumption. It was
around this time that the "Gin Palace" emerged - a place where people, mainly the poor,
could enjoy their gin in beautiful and opulent surroundings, including polished carved wood,
engraved glass and mirrors, large windows, patterned wallpaper, and heavy curtains, and lit
by the newly available interior gaslight. These palaces continued to emerge, and by the late
1840s there were over 5,000. The palaces were beautiful, but not designed for lingering typically having few or no seats, and no meals - people were encouraged to belly up to the
bar, drink a few shots, and go. Even as the era of the gin palace faded, their design and
aesthetic were taken up in the creation of many elaborate Victorian-era pubs, a few of
which survive to this day in London. (Our own Gin Palace room in the back is inspired by
these spaces)
○ To again quote Richard Barnett, “In the late 1820s gin palaces sprang up like strange
and gilded fungi in almost every industrial town and city, from Glasgow to London,
Hull to Portsmouth...Gin palaces were bright, gaudily decorated, and welcoming, an
oasis of warmth and light in the inhospitable nightscape of industrial towns.”
● 1830s - Gin at the time often had lemon, aniseed or other flavorings added to help make
what was still a fairly rough spirit more palatable. More expensive brands would sweeten
their product with the addition of liquid sugar, a style that was likely named “Old Tom” at
the time. One theory is that it was named when a cat fell into a vat of gin. However, the
most plausible theory is that it was named for a gin compounder named Thomas Chamberlain
at Hodge’s distillery, whose apprentice, also named Thomas (Norris) left the distillery to
open a gin palace, and sold a gin he named “Old Tom” after his former boss who created it.
This name was further solidified when an image of Thomas Chamberlain appeared on a
bottle labeled “Old Tom Gin” in 1849.

The Mission:
● Taste: Tanqueray Old Tom (unaged) $8 1oz
○ As the popularity of London Dry Gin grew in the second half of the 19th Century, the
popularity of Old Tom began to fade, and was nearly extinct until the beginning of the
21st century, when it was re-discovered as part of the cocktail and gin boom. Today
there are a wide variety of Old Tom gins on the market. They lie somewhere between
the much maltier genever and the much drier London Dry, but within the category
there is a huge range, as there was back in its heyday, including varying degrees of
sweetness, maltiness, and age, with many today being aged up to 6 months.

Chapter 3: Time for gin to dry out
● 1832 - The two column continuous still was invented in 1826 and improved and patented by
Aeneas Coffey in 1832. This allowed much lighter spirits with fewer impurities to be
produced in the decades that followed, which meant that sugar and other additives that had
been previously added were no longer necessary to achieve a more palatable product. A
new style - London Dry Gin - was born and flourished.

Coffey or ”Patent” Still, 1830

● 1850s - At this time, gin was also about to meet a new best friend: tonic water. Quinine,
from cinchona bark, was already readily consumed for its anti-malarial properties by British
soldiers and civilians stationed in India. It was consumed, but not much enjoyed, as it was
quite bitter and often had to be mixed with sugar and soda water to be palatable. The first
commercially-available quinine-based tonic water appeared in 1858, and was patented as
“an improved aerated tonic liquid,” and became popular in India and other British colonies.
The first carbonated tonic was launched in 1870 by Schweppe’s (“INDIAN quinine TONIC”).
● London Dry Gin is by far the most widespread and common style of gin. It is important to
note that, despite its origins, the London Dry Gin style can now be produced anywhere.

The Mission:
● Taste: London Dry Gin FLIGHT $26 1oz each
Three London Dry gins with very different botanical profiles:
o Sipsmith V.J.O.P.
o Martin Miller
o Ford’s

Chapter 4: Gin walks into a bar
● Gin starts making appearances in cocktails:
○ 1851 Pimm’s No. 1 Cup is created
○ 1862 Jerry Thomas publishes the first bartender’s guide featuring many old tom and
genever cocktails.

Jerry Thomas

○ 1867 - Lauchlan Rose patented a process to preserve lime and other citrus to sell to
the Navy to combat scurvy on board. He sweetened the preserved juice and sold it as
Rose’s Lime Cordial. Navy officers mixed this cordial with gin and the Gimlet was
born, possibly named for naval doctor Rear Admiral Sir Thomas Desmond Gimlette, or
named for the tool used to tap spirit barrels on board.
○ 1884 - The first published recipe for a Martinez appears, thought to be the
predecessor to the martini. The Martinez seems to have originated in the Bay Area,
though there are conflicting stories about whether it came from the actual town of
Martinez, or was named for the town when it was invented in San Francisco
○ 1888 - The invention of the Ramos Gin Fizz in New Orleans.
○ 1911 - Somewhere between 1911 and 1915, the famous Singapore Sling was invented
in the Raffles Hotel in Singapore by Ngiam Tong Boon
○ 1912 - Named after a play by the same name, the Pink Lady cocktail is invented.
○ 1919 - The French 75 cocktail recipe is published in Harry’s American Bar’s cocktail
book.
○ 1919 - Meanwhile, in Florence, the Negroni was created and named for Count Camillo
Negroni who, it is claimed, asked for an Americano “with a bit more kick.”
○ 1930 - The Savoy Cocktail Book is published and prominently features gin-based
cocktails.
○ 1953 - James Bond first orders a "martini" (Vesper) in Ian Fleming's "Casino Royale."
○ 1980s - Dick Bradsell invents the Bramble at Fred’s Club in London.

The Mission:
● Taste: Two Classic Gin Cocktails FLIGHT $26
○ Gimlet
○ Martinez

Chapter 5: Mommy, where does gin come from?
Definition:
Though the EU, the US, Canada, and Australia, among others, have specific legal definitions and
regulations, the general definition of gin is a neutral spirit that has been flavored with juniper and
other botanicals. The superior method of flavoring is through adding botanicals to a re-distillation
of the spirit (‘distilled gin’) rather than mixing extracts, oils and other flavor essences into the
spirit (‘cold-compounded’ gins). Only distilled gins are able to say ‘distilled’ on their label.
Botanicals:
Gins today are made from various combinations of over a hundred different botanicals, resulting in
a wide variety of flavor profiles. Once a gin producer has decided on their gin’s recipe, and the
balance of botanicals they are looking for, the challenge is then to maintain that profile by
choosing just the right crop and specimen of each botanical in their recipe year after year.
Sloe Gins - sloe “berries” are actually a member of the plum family that grow in much of Europe,
northwest Africa, and western Asia, but are very fragile and cannot be transported long distances
and respond poorly to extreme heat (a consideration when distilling as well). Sloe gin still has the
juniper quality of traditional gin, but also incorporates a maceration of the sloes and the addition
of sugar to impart a tart sweetness and beautiful plum color.

Production:
The process of imparting the flavor of the botanicals into a distilled gin may be done in a variety of
ways, but two Primary Distillation methods are:
● Steep & Boil Method: Prior to re-distillation, the juniper and other botanicals are steeped in
the neutral spirit. Different distillers leave the maceration going for differing lengths of
time (some as long as 48 hours), and then re-distill the botanical-steeped neutral spirit in a
pot still. Strength is reduced by adding water prior to bottling.

● Vapor Infusion Method: Rather than steeping the botanicals (Steep & Boil Method), in this
method the botanicals are placed in perforated baskets and only contact the spirit during
distillation when the vapor of the neutral spirit passes through the baskets.

The Mission:

● Taste: 2 distillation methods and a Sloe gin FLIGHT $22 1oz each
○ Beefeater 24 – a steep and boil method gin that steeps 24 hours
○ Bombay – a vapor distilled gin
○ Sipsmith Sloe Gin

Chapter 6: The Ginsurgency!
The rebirth of gin starts in the late twentieth century:
● 1988 - Bombay Sapphire, designed to have a less prominent juniper character, is developed
by Michel Roux and heralds gin’s recovery.
● 1990s - The cocktail revival begins in London and New York, and with it, a renewed interest
in the vintage cocktails of the 1930s, many of which are built on gin.
● 2000s - At the turn of the millennium there was the start of a “ginsurgency,” as a flurry of
new gins were produced. Many brands were inspired to stretch beyond traditional gin
botanicals, in response to changing tastes and those in the growing craft cocktail movement
looking for unusual gin profiles. A new unofficial category began to emerge that didn’t
necessarily adhere to the rules of traditional gin production, and has come to be called New
Western (a.k.a. New American or New World) Dry Gin. The first was Hendricks, a gin created
in Scotland by a Scotch distillery, with strong rose and cucumber notes. Across the pond,
the beginning of the microdistillery movement was under way, with craft producers like
House Spirits’ Aviation Gin leading the charge. Soon, Old Tom Gins would return to the
market alongside side a US return for Genever with Bols.

The Mission:
● Taste: New Western Gins FLIGHT $24 - 1oz each
EU regulations specifically require that gin’s predominant flavor be juniper. Though New
Western Dry Gin is not an official term (yet), many emerging gins, especially those made in
the United States, are much less juniper-forward than traditional gin, are exploring
botanicals that have not traditionally been used in gin, and are starting to be considered in a
category all their own.
o Bombay Sapphire
o Hendricks
o St. George Spirits Terroir

Huzzah! You have finished the education portion of the Polk Street Irregulars,
and are officially a Viscount! If you want some reading material while you sip on
your next gin, a more complete history follows below, as well as some suggested
books if you want to dig even deeper. Now let’s have some more gin!
Ask your bartender or server for our full gin list!

A MORE COMPLETE HISTORY OF GIN
● ~3200 BCE - Early writings of ancient civilizations in Mesopotamia and Egypt reflect the use
of juniper (a member of the cypress family of plants) for treating stomach ailments and
other curative properties.
● 600s and 700s - though distillation goes back even further, it becomes much more prominent
in the Muslim Arabic Empire, including the distillation of juniper oil
● 1000s - 1200s - The Compendium Salernita - collection of treatments compiled in 1055
includes a recipe for a tonic wine infused with juniper berries, and European monks (the
distillers of the era) were making spirits by heating wine. Juniper bark and berries were used
by physicians to treat stomach, kidney, and liver ailments. A 1269 natural history
encyclopedia includes a chapter on herbs with medicinal properties, including juniper, with
instruction for boiling berries with wine to aid stomach pain.
● 1300s - 1700s - People mistakenly believed that juniper could ward off the deadly bubonic
plague, and doctors and others were known to wear duck-billed masks filled with juniper
berries and other herbs, and to burn juniper branches in the home. Juniper berries are used
to flavor 14th Century Slovak brandy (“borovicka”), and used in the place of hops in 16th
Century Finnish beer (“Sahti”). Distilled juniper is recommended to 15th Century wet nurses
to pass juniper’s perceived beneficial properties to the infant.

Juniper berries - by legal and historic definition, juniper berries are essential to all gin. Part of the
cypress family, the primary flavor comes not from the juniper berry, but the seeds inside the berry
which produce the essential oils. While Juniper does grow wild in Britain, it is the large berries
that grow in Italy, Serbia, Macedonia, and India that are typically used in gin. It can take up to
three years for the berries to mature enough to be harvested for their oils.
● 1500s - Distillation knowledge spreads with the invention of the printing press, including the
perfecting of distilling mash from grain, as well as secondary distillation, which improved
the taste by removing more impurities. Though likely first made in the 1400s or even
earlier, the first written account of a malt wine with juniper (“Genever/Jenever”) is found
in 1552, and by the 1560s, juniper-flavored spirits were available throughout The
Netherlands, Belgium, and Northern France. The word ‘jenever’/’genever’ is from the Old
French word for ‘juniper tree,’ (‘genevre’) from the Latin word ‘juniperus’.

● 1575 - Documentation appears of the founding of the Dutch distillery, Bols, making them the
world’s oldest distilled brand. They were the first to brand a genever.
● Early 1600s - Grain spirit distillation, easier and cheaper than distillation from grapes,
expanded in the Netherlands, Belgium, and Northern France. European demand for grain
distillates grew when the Thirty Years War restricted access to cognac. The war also
brought English soldiers in contact with genever and they called the spirit “Dutch Courage,”
inspired by the confidence it gave to Dutch soldiers headed into battle.
● 1664 - first written record of Bols purchasing juniper berries.
● Early 1700s - Dutch Genever production and exports soar.
● 1823 - Bols first exports genever to the United States.

What is Genever and how is it made?
Because it is a spirit flavored with juniper, genever is by modern definition a type of gin, though
with the first written account of genever being in 1552, Genever (also known as jenever, jeneva,
geneva), is also the forefather of gin. Traditionally produced in the Netherlands and Belgium,
genever was, until the end of the 1800s, solely a malt-wine (a spirit similar to unaged whisky)
produced on a pot still and flavored with juniper. Following the patenting of the column still in
1832 and the ability to produce a lighter neutral spirit, modern genever is produced by blending
pot-still malt-wine with a neutral spirit that has been distilled with botanicals, including juniper.
Even with this addition of the botanical spirit, however, genever retains much of the
characteristics of malt-wine, giving it a very different flavor and body than what we typically think
of as gin.
Malt-wine (‘moutwijn’) is produced by using a pot-still to triple and sometimes quadruple distill a
grain mash consisting of some combination of rye, corn, wheat, and/or barley. Today, the
botanical-infused neutral spirit includes juniper, but, unlike London Dry Gin, does not necessarily
have a dominant juniper flavor component. After each is distilled, they are blended together, with
the amount of each varying by distiller.
Traditionally, in the Netherlands and Belgium, genever is poured up to the brim of a tulip glass.
The glass is left on the bar/table and the first sip is taken without hands, harkening back to a time
when workers who couldn’t afford to waste their hard-earned money would demand to have their
glass filled to the brim, and didn’t want to waste a single drop.
The four basic styles of genever are:

● Oude (“Old”) genevers - Not old meaning aged, but old as in the more traditional “older”
style of genever with more botanicals, more sugar allowed (up to 20 grams per liter), and a
higher percent of malt-wine (at least 15%), They do not have to be aged, but if they are,
they must be aged at least one year in a barrel that is 700 liters or less.
● Jonge (“Young”) genevers - Not young with regard to age, but young as in the more modern
“younger” style of genever that emerged in the 1950s. They typically have fewer
botanicals, less sugar allowed (up to 10 grams per liter) and a lower percent of malt-wine
(no more than than 15%).
● Korenwijn (“Corn”) genevers - Contains at least 51% malt-wine and, if aged, must be aged
at least one year in a barrel of 700 liters or less.
● Fruit genevers - modern style of genever that grew in popularity after WWII. There is little
malt-wine or botanical character, allowing the fruit to be emphasized.
Recently, drink historian Dave Wondrich unearthed a recipe published in 1809 for an American-rye
based genever and teamed up with the New York Distilling Company to re-create it. Called Chief
Gowanus, they took existing unaged dry rye whiskey and re-distilled it in a pot still (so, a third
distillation) with juniper berries and Cluster hops (the type of hops thought to have been around in
1809). And, though it may have rested a short time in a barrel then, today it is aged deliberately
in an oak barrel for 3 months to “smooth it out a bit.”
Additional terms to be aware of:
● “graanjenever” or “grain genever” - genever made from grain and malt only with no corn
● ZO - stands for ‘Zeer Oude’ which translates to ‘very old’ but does not, in fact, have any age
implication. Tends to be straw-colored and slightly sweeter than Jonge genevers.
● “Extra Oude” - often used to indicated that a genever has been aged, but has no precise
legal definition.
● Kopstoot (“a blow for your head” or “headbutt”) - the traditional Dutch method of drinking
a sip of cold genever from a small, tulip-shaped glass followed by a sip of beer and
continuing to alternate. The first sip of genever is traditionally taken without hands (see
below).

● 1500s - In England, as in Continental Europe, besides the distillation by apothecaries and
physicians, there was extensive private distillation of spirits and cordials made from a
variety of botanicals for medicinal purposes, often distilled by the lady of the house. There
was also a shift towards drinking for pleasure in addition to drinking for one’s health.
● Early 1600s - London, Plymouth, Portsmouth, and Bristol were distilling botanically flavored
grain spirit, known as “Aqua Vitae” or “hot waters” for the health benefits. By 1621,
London had more than 200 Aqua Vitae distillers. Though English soldiers may have returned
from the Thirty Years War with a thirst for “Dutch Courage,” the spread of genever and
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production of gin in England was a few years away. At this point spirits were flavored with
any number of botanicals, without necessarily any dominant juniper component.
1638 - King Charles I grants The Worshipful Company of Distillers, the London distillers trade
association, exclusive rights to distill grains within the Cities of London, Westminster, and
within a 21 mile radius. They were also tasked with regulating the distillers and established
standards for production, making it illegal to sell unrectified spirits, or “low wines,” thus
eliminating any competition. The ‘low wines’ had to go through a second stage of
production, in which the spirit was rectified with juniper and other botanicals.
1652 - English apothecary Thomas Culpepper publishes a medical guide for those who could
not afford to visit an apothecary, and recommends the English juniper berry for a wide range
of ailments from shortness of breath to gout, to aiding in memory and sight.
1689 - Dutchman William of Orange becomes King William III of England, allied with the
Netherlands against France, and begins to block the import of French brandy, the most
popular spirit in Britain at the time. Genever begins to be consumed and produced in
England to take brandy’s place, and “gin” (there was not yet written use of the term) was
born.
1690s -In 1690 British parliament passes "An Act for the Encouraging of the Distillation of
Brandy and Spirits from Corn" and in 1694 the Tonnage Act. These laws allowed England to
keep up with demand for spirit to replace French brandy, by 1) lowering the taxes on malted
corn distillates, 2) raising taxes on beer, spirits from other sources, and spirits from France,
and 3) offering cheap, easily obtained distilling licenses that allowed production to begin
within 10 days. At this point, the cost of the newly emerging “gin” was virtually the same as
beer, encouraging many new consumers.
1702 - Queen Anne (nicknamed “dram-shop” for her liking of spirits), cancels the rights given
to the Worshipful Company of Distillers, thus opening the floodgates of distillers and
eliminating previously regulated standards of production.

Mother’s Ruin - The Gin Craze and Gin Acts of the 18th Century
● Early 1700s - Gin and poorly made gin knockoffs were being produced in London by all sizes
of distillery. Knockoffs were made using additives to imitate juniper and improve flavor,
such as oil of almonds, pepper, ginger, sugar, and glycerine, and more lethal additives such
as sulphuric acid and turpentine. The poor were able to afford the cheaply produced gin,
and were especially drawn to and impacted by it. The mass consumption and its effects are
today known as London’s “Gin Craze.”
○ To quote author Richard Barnett, “Only in London were the raw materials of the gin
craze--deregulated distilling, low grain prices, urban poverty, a taste for cheap
consumables--all present. And it was here, in this roiling, bubbling human alembic,
that they were distilled into the very quintessence of scandal.” Gin was blamed for
many of society's ills, including low fertility and birth defects, earning it the famous
nickname “Mother’s Ruin.”
● 1714 - The first recorded use of the word ‘gin’ appears in ‘The Fable of the Bees, or Private
Vices Publick Benefits’ by Bernard Mandeville in the following passage: “Nothing is more
destructive...than the infamous Liquor, the name of which, deriv’d from Juniper (JuniperBerries) in Dutch, is now by frequent use and the Laconick Spirit of the Nation, from a Word
of middling Length shrunk into a Monosyllable, intoxicating Gin.”
● 1729 - passage of the first Gin Act by The Society for the Reformation of Manners. The Act
doubled the duty on spirits and made spirit retailers pay a permit fee. The Act was
unsuccessful, as illegal bootlegging spread to avoid the new fees.

● 1733 - first Gin Act was repealed, and replaced by a second Act designed to end the sale of
gin in the street and general stores and encourage its sale instead in taverns, which
backfired as thousands of houses turned into gin shops.
● 1736 - passage of the third Gin Act, an even harsher act that raised the duty and license fees
even higher, with alarmist wording that “Whereas the drinking of spirituous liquor or strong
waters has become very common...the ill consequence of the excessive.” The public,
dressed in black, held mock funerals for the death of gin. Gin production and consumption
again went underground.
● 1737-1738 - two more unsuccessful gin Acts are passed to increase penalties for illegal
selling and to create greater protections for government informants, who were highly relied
on and rewarded for turning in even the smallest of gin producers, and many of whom were
attacked or murdered. The fifth Gin Act included a rule that the informer must know the
name of the person who was renting the house where the illegal gin was being sold in order
to break in and arrest the gin sellers. After this law was passed there were 12,000
prosecutions for unlicensed gin selling. Dudley Bradstreet skirted this law by having someone
he knew rent a house on Blue Anchor Alley and hang a picture of a cat in the window.
Customers would slip two pennies into a painted cat's mouth and whisper "Puss, give me two
pennyworth of gin" and someone within would dispense the gin through a hidden hollow
pipe. These type of “Puss and Mew” houses, for which they became known, sprung up
around London.
● 1740 - The Booth family who had been wine merchants and then brewers, added distilling to
their repertoire, which makes them the oldest gin brand in existence (though today it is
made in Illinois).
● 1743 - The sixth Gin Act passed and targeted distilleries rather than retailers. It lowered
distilling and retail permit prices to something easily afforded, forbid distilleries to sell
directly to the public, and maintained duties on spirits, allowing for more legitimate
producers and aiding the decline of illegal production. This was the first act to result in a
decrease in gin consumption.
● 1747 - The seventh Gin Act increased the duty the distilleries had to pay on gin, but allowed
them to purchase a permit to sell directly to the public. The increase in gin duty and
decrease in beer tax led to a decrease in demand for gin.
● 1751 - William Hogarth’s engravings "Gin Lane" and "Beer Street" are first published in the
London Evening Post, along with a pamphlet created and distributed by a Westminster
magistrate calling for prohibition. He may have been on to something - an investigation by
London authorities that same year found that there were 17,000 private gin shops in London
at the time (population = 600,000), meaning roughly 1 in 5 houses were selling gin, not to
mention all of the inns, taverns, etc. Compromise was reached with the eighth Gin Act of
1751 which made duties high but reasonable, retail permits remained low cost but were only
made available to alehouses, inns, and taverns, thus essentially ending illegal gin sales, and
distilling permits were obtainable enough to drive away illegal production. This, at long last,
marked the end of the Gin Craze.(whew!)

19th Century Gin
● 1820 - By this time there were several well established gin distilleries, including Booth’s
(est. 1740), Gordon’s (est. 1769), Burnett’s (1770), and Plymouth (1793). They formed the
an unofficial guild called the Rectifiers Club, which served them well politically, eventually
leading to the lifting of duties on exported spirits decades later (1850).
● 1826 - While on shore leave, a ship’s surgeon and its captain discovered Angostura bitters
(which had been recently invented in 1824). Because ships were already using cinchona bark
to ward off tropical diseases, they wanted to try Angostura bitters,which included the bark
along with other herbs with medicinal qualities. They mixed the bitters with their gin ration
and discovered “Pink Gin” which became a popular drink among Royal Navy officers in the
years that followed, and inspired the green-and-white “gin pennant” which was a way of
inviting others to come aboard the ship for a glass of “Pinkers.”
● Late 1820s - London was the largest city in the world. The price of beer was once again high
and pubs and taverns were attracting the middle class who could afford their wares.
However, recent legislation had lowered duties on English spirits, thus, once again, making
gin cheap, and increasing consumption. It was around this time that the "Gin Palace"
emerged - a place where people, mainly the poor, could enjoy their gin in beautiful and
opulent surroundings, including polished carved wood, engraved glass and mirrors, large
windows, patterned wallpaper, and heavy curtains, and lit by the newly available interior
gaslight. These palaces continued to emerge, and by the late 1840s there were over 5,000.
The palaces were beautiful, but not designed for lingering - typically having few or no seats,
and no meals - people were encouraged to belly up to the bar, drink a few shots, and go.
Even as the era of the gin palace faded, their design and aesthetic were taken up in the
creation of many elaborate Victorian-era pubs, a few of which survive to this day in London.
○ To again quote Richard Barnett, “In the late 1820s gin palaces sprang up like strange
and gilded fungi in almost every industrial town and city, from Glasgow to London,
Hull to Portsmouth...Gin palaces were bright, gaudily decorated, and welcoming, an
oasis of warmth and light in the inhospitable nightscape of industrial towns.”

● 1830 - Tanqueray is established.
● 1830s - Gin at the time often had lemon, aniseed or other flavorings added to help make
what was still a fairly rough spirit more palatable. More expensive brands would sweeten
their product with the addition of liquid sugar, a style that was likely named “Old Tom” at
the time. One theory is that it was named when a cat fell into a vat of gin. Another, that it
was named after Dudley Bradstreet’s original 1738 “cat scheme” (see above). However, the
most plausible theory is that it was named for a gin compounder named Thomas Chamberlain
at Hodge’s distillery, whose apprentice, also named Thomas (Norris) left the distillery to
open a gin palace, and sold a gin he named “Old Tom” after his former boss who created it.
This name was further solidified when an image of Thomas Chamberlain appeared on a
bottle labeled “Old Tom Gin” in 1849.

● 1832 - The two column continuous still was invented in 1826 and improved and patented by
Aeneas Coffey in 1832. This allowed much lighter spirits with fewer impurities to be
produced in the decades that followed, which meant that sugar and other additives that had
been previously added were no longer necessary to achieve a more palatable product. A
new style - London Dry Gin - was born and flourished.

Coffey or ”Patent” Still, 1830

● 1850s - Duties on export gin were lifted by British Parliament, thus expanding the market for
London Dry Gin, and paving the way for gin to become a global product with established and
emerging brands. At this time, gin was also about to meet a new best friend: tonic water.
Quinine, from cinchona bark, was already readily consumed for its anti-malarial properties
by British soldiers and civilians stationed in India. It was consumed, but not much enjoyed,
as it was quite bitter and often had to be mixed with sugar and soda water to be palatable.
The first commercially-available quinine-based tonic water appeared in 1858, and was
patented as “an improved aerated tonic liquid,” and became popular in India and other
British colonies. The first carbonated tonic was launched in 1870 by Schweppe’s (“INDIAN
quinine TONIC”), and gin and tonic, alongside “Pink Gin,” became popular among officers
and the gentlemen and ladies of the Raj.
● 1890s - For the first time, gin is sold in clear glass bottles. Prior to that, gin was sold in
casks or earthenware crocks.
● 1914-1918 - World War I brought the need to curtail the drinking of munitions workers.
British law was changed to require that whisky and other aged spirits be aged for at least
three years before sale to restrict availability of the more commonly available unaged
whisky. This was all to the great advantage of gin, which required no such aging. In
addition, British licensing laws were changed such that public houses had their last calls
early enough for workers to get a good night’s sleep. To this day, most pubs in Britain have
last call at 11, and 10:30 on Sunday.
London Dry Gin is by far the most widespread and common style of gin. It is important to note
that, despite its origins, the London Dry Gin style can now be produced anywhere. EU regulations
require that London Dry Gin have a predominant flavor of juniper and that all flavoring must be
natural and introduced during distillation and not afterward, and that coloring cannot be added.
Minimum strength of distillate must be 70% abv, and can then be reduced with water to a minimum
strength of 37.5% abv, though most gins are in the range of 40-47%.
GUIDE TO COMMON GIN BOTANICALS:

Spices:
● Cassia - bark from a tree that grows in Vietnam, China, and Madagascar, and is part of
the cinnamon family. It provides a rich mouthfeel to a gin, and a warming sensation.
● Cardamom - seed pods that grow in India and come in two varieties, green and black.
Cardamom typically adds a smokiness to gin.
Citrus:
● Orange peel - mainly sourced from Spain, the peel, rather than the fruit, is used in
gin as, again, it is the oils that are desired. For some gins a more bitter peel is
preferred, while others use a sweet peel in their flavor profile.
● Coriander seeds - common in most gins, the seeds grow in Moraocco, Romania,
Modavia, Bulgaria, and Russia, and show a lot of regional variation. The essential oil,
linalool, has some ginger notes and adds warmth, but its job in gin is primarily to
impart a citrus flavor.
Sweetness:
● Licorice - the root of the licorice plant is sourced from Indo-China and is ground into
powder when used in gin, where it imparts sweetness. Unlike many other botanicals
which impart their flavor through essential oils, licorice flavor comes through its
glyceric acid.
Binding botanicals:
● Angelica root - from Germany and Belgium, angelica is useful in marrying other
botanical flavors and holding them through distillation, while also imparting its own
musky, earthy, mushroom-like flavors
● Orris root - orris root is the bulb of the iris plant and is typically grown in Italy. After
it is harvested, it is stored for two or three years in order for the flavors to develop.
At this point it is so hard that it must be ground into a powder before it is used to
make gin. Like Angelica root, it is useful in marrying and holding flavors from other
botanicals, while imparting its own floral characteristics to the gin. Another common
use of orris root is in the making of perfumes.

1851 - James Pimm, an owner of a chain of oyster bars in London, sells his Pimm’s No. 1 Cup, a
blend of gin, herbs, spices, and fruit sold as a refreshing drink. The mix is sold commercially in
1859, and is a common sight to this day at Wimbledon and throughout the British summer.
● 1862 - Jerry Thomas publishes the first bartender’s guide featuring many old tom and
genever cocktails.

Jerry Thomas

● 1863 - Gin sales increase as Phylloxera ruins most European vineyards and thus devastates
the wine and brandy industry. Beefeater distillery is established in London.
● 1867 - Lauchlan Rose patented a process to preserve lime and other citrus to sell to the Navy
to combat scurvy on board. He sweetened the preserved juice and sold it as Rose’s Lime
Cordial. Navy officers mixed this cordial with gin and the Gimlet was born, possibly named
for naval doctor Rear Admiral Sir Thomas Desmond Gimlette, or named for the tool used to
tap spirit barrels on board.
● 1870 - The first American dry gin is produced by an Ohio distillery.
● 1884 - The first published recipe for a Martinez appears, thought to be the predecessor to
the martini. The Martinez seems to have originated in the Bay Area, though there are
conflicting stories about whether it came from the actual town of Martinez, or was named
for the town when it was invented in San Francisco. The first printed recipe was of a drink
with genever, sweet vermouth, orange bitters, and a few dashes of orange curacao, though
a drier version with dry vermouth was also suggested. In the early 1900s, the dry martini
cocktail was emerging, substituting dry gin and dry vermouth, either in parallel to the
Martinez, or as a descendent of the Martinez.
● 1888 - The invention of the Ramos Gin Fizz in New Orleans.
● 1911 - Somewhere between 1911 and 1915, the famous Singapore Sling was invented in the
Raffles Hotel in Singapore by Ngiam Tong Boon. The exact recipe and even the name (it is
also likely that it was called the Straits Sling) is lost in the mists of time, but it most
certainly was made with gin.
● 1912 - Named after a play by the same name, the Pink Lady cocktail is invented.

● 1919 - The French 75 cocktail recipe is published in Harry’s American Bar’s cocktail book,
credited to a bartender in London. Named for a gun used by the French army in World War
I, and mounted on American tanks, some credit it as a US invention. Meanwhile, in
Florence, the Negroni was created and named for Count Camillo Negroni who, it is claimed,
asked for an Americano “with a bit more kick.”
● 1923 - Harry MacElhone, of Harry’s New York Bar fame, invented an earlier non-gin version
of the White Lady in 1919 while at Ciro’s Club in London, but came to his senses and
perfected it as a gin cocktail at Harry’s in 1923.
● 1930 - The Savoy Cocktail Book is published and prominently features gin-based cocktails.
● 1920-1933 - The era of Prohibition in the United States. Prohibition sees the birth of the
term "bathtub gin" to refer to illegally produced gin, so named because it was diluted with
containers filled from bathtub faucets, and in some cases may have actually been mixed in
the bathtub itself. Bathtub Gin was so poorly made and frequently inclusive of dangerous
ingredients that many actually died from drinking it. Prohibition was also a time when
Americans recognized that English gin was still well made, and therefore were willing to pay
more for it when it was smuggled through Canada or the West Indies. By the end of
Prohibition, gin’s popularity had soared, in large part due to its use in martinis and other
cocktails.
● 1953 - James Bond first orders a "martini" (Vesper) in Ian Fleming's "Casino Royale." Queen
Elizabeth II’s coronation signaled a time of prosperity and increased gin sales both in
England and overseas in America where the coronation brought a newfound wave of
anglophilia.
● 1980s - Dick Bradsell invents the Bramble at Fred’s Club in London.
Legal Definition of Gin:
Though the EU, the US, Canada, and Australia, among others, have specific legal definitions and
regulations, the general definition of gin is a neutral spirit that has been flavored with juniper and
other botanicals. The superior method of flavoring is through adding botanicals to a re-distillation
of the spirit (‘distilled gin’) rather than mixing extracts, oils and other flavor essences into the
spirit (‘cold-compounded’ gins). Only distilled gins are able to say ‘distilled’ on their label.
The neutral spirit that is the base of gin is typically made in a column still from grain (usually
wheat-based), though it can also be made from molasses, potatoes, or grapes. After distillation,
the proof of the neutral spirit is diluted using purified or spring water, usually to approximately 100
proof (50% ABV). Some distilleries produce their own neutral spirit, while others purchase their
neutral spirit from other suppliers.
In addition to the above general definition of gin, there are additional Protected Designations
recognized by the EU:
○ Gin Mahon (Xoriguer) – a gin made only on the Spanish island of Menorca.
○ Vilnius Gin – gin made in Lithuania
○ Plymouth – up until recently, Plymouth gin was recognized as its own style of gin that
could only be produced in Plymouth, England. Recently, this distinction has been
removed.

Botanicals:
Gins today are made from various combinations of over a hundred different botanicals, resulting in
a wide variety of flavor profiles. You tasted several traditional gin botanicals in Chapter 4. Once a
gin producer has decided on their gin’s recipe, and the balance of botanicals they are looking for,
the challenge is then to maintain that profile by choosing just the right crop and specimen of each
botanical in their recipe year after year.
Sloe Gins - sloe “berries” are actually a member of the plum family that grow in much of Europe,
northwest Africa, and western Asia, but are very fragile and cannot be transported long distances
and respond poorly to extreme heat (a consideration when distilling as well). Sloe gin still has the
juniper quality of traditional gin, but also incorporates a maceration of the sloes and the addition
of sugar to impart a tart sweetness and beautiful plum color. Because sloe berries don’t transport
well, some sloe gins use previously frozen sloes, dried sloes, or use fresh plums native to the region
of the distillery. Damson Gin, made by macerating damson plums in gin and sugar, is another
variation on the “sloe gin” style.
Production:
The process of imparting the flavor of the botanicals into a distilled gin may be done in a variety of
ways:
Distillation methods:
● Steep & Boil Method: Prior to re-distillation, the juniper and other botanicals are steeped in
the neutral spirit. Different distillers leave the maceration going for differing lengths of
time (some as long as 48 hours), and then re-distill the botanical-steeped neutral spirit in a
pot still. Strength is reduced by adding water prior to bottling.
○ A variation to the Steep & Boil method is Vacuum Distillation (a.k.a. “cold
distillation”), in which the re-distillation occurs in a vacuum and thus allows the spirit
to boil at a lower temperature, and thus the botanicals are less “cooked.” Note that
cold distillation should not be confused with cold-compounded gin (see below).
○ A second variation to the Steep & Boil Method, whether through Vacuum Distillation
or not, is Individual Botanical Distillation, in which the distiller steeps and boils each
type of botanical separately. The final product is created by blending each of these
individual distillates together.
○ Another production distinction to understand with the Steep & Boil method is whether
the gin is made using a single-shot (one-shot) distillation or a multi-shot distillation.
■ single-shot distillation: in this method the amount of botanicals that steep in
neutral spirit prior to re-distillation is proportioned to flavor the entire batch
of gin. Therefore all of the spirit that passes through the pot still in redistillation has been in prior contact with the macerated botanicals. After redistillation, only water is added (to reduce strength) prior to bottling.
■ multi-shot distillation: in this method, the amount of botanicals that steep in
neutral spirit prior to re-distillation in the pot still is double or even many more
times higher than needed for the amount of neutral spirit being re-distilled.
What comes off the pot still in re-distillation, therefore, is a much more highly
concentrated gin than would be bottled. This gin “concentrate” then gets
mixed into neutral grain spirit in addition to water prior to bottling. This is a
much more efficient method of creating large quantities of gin- because there
is less spirit that must pass through the pot still, and because transportation

costs can be reduced when distillation and bottling are in different locationsand thus is used by the majority of major gin brands.
● Vapor Infusion Method: Rather than steeping the botanicals (Steep & Boil Method), in this
method the botanicals are placed in perforated baskets and only contact the spirit during
distillation when the vapor of the neutral spirit passes through the baskets.
● A combination of Steep & Boil and Vapor Infusion is used by some distillers, in which
botanicals are first steeped in the neutral spirit and during redistillation the vapor is passed
through botanical-filled baskets.
Whether through one of the Steep & Boil Methods, or through Vapor Infusion, re-distillation may
occur in a copper or stainless steel pot still. While copper stills tend to be valued in the production
of other spirits, as it encourages the formation of esters, and removes undesirable sulfur
compounds, this is less of a concern when starting with a neutral spirit, so many gin producers use
the much more affordable stainless steel. Once distillation begins, the distiller must make the
appropriate cuts to the distillate. Again, because gin begins life as an already distilled neutral
spirit, the distillate comes with very few heads (the methanol and other impurities that come off
the still first), but some of the initial run of the flow will be cut and set aside for use in the next
batch, or discarded. The heart, or middle cut, is the “good stuff.” Botanicals evaporate at
different temperatures, with citrus emerging in the distillate first. At the end of the heart of the
distillate, what comes off the still are unwanted oils and substances which must be discarded as
the tails.
Cold-compounded gins:
When a cold-compounded gin is made, the juniper and botanicals are not introduced in conjunction
with re-distillation. Instead, the neutral spirit is infused with the botanicals and/or essences, and
no additional distillation is done. Unless extensively filtered, the resulting gin may have a colored
hue. Though still considered gin by definition, as they are neutral spirit that has been flavored
with juniper and other botanicals, cold-compounded gins are generally considered inferior to
distilled gins, with a few exceptions.

● 1939-1949 - During World War II, many of London’s gin distilleries were damaged during the
Blitz. However, the good news for gin was that it took whisky much longer to get back on its
feet post-war, resulting in high post-war gin sales.

● 1955-1990 - As vodka gains in popularity, gin sees a sharp decline. Many london distilleries
are forced to close down, leaving Beefeater as the only London Dry Gin to remain in London
since Victorian times. The invention of processed and pre-mixed drinks means cocktails on
the whole enter a dark period.
● 1988 - Bombay Sapphire, designed to have a less prominent juniper character, is developed
by Michel Roux and heralds gin’s recovery. Helped along by a reduction in strength to 37.5%
ABV, Sapphire could keep their prices lower and spend more on marketing, a model other
brands would follow.
● 1990s - The cocktail revival begins in London and New York, and with it, a renewed interest
in the vintage cocktails of the 1930s, many of which are built on gin. The largest spirits
company, Diageo, is formed through the merger of Guinness and Grand Metropolitan, setting
off a series of mergers and acquisitions among competing brands.
● 2000s - At the turn of the millennium there was the start of a “ginsurgency,” as a flurry of
new gins were produced. Many brands were inspired to stretch beyond traditional gin
botanicals, in response to changing tastes and those in the growing craft cocktail movement
looking for unusual gin profiles. A new unofficial category began to emerge that didn’t
necessarily adhere to the rules of traditional gin production, and has come to be called New
Western (a.k.a. New American or New World) Dry Gin. The first was Hendricks, a gin created
in Scotland by a Scotch distillery, with strong rose and cucumber notes, and which was
branded, in fact, as “A Most Unusual Gin.” Tanqueray launched a small-batch gin, Tanqueray
10, the same year, with camomile flowers and fresh citrus joining their traditional four
botanicals. Across the pond, the beginning of the microdistillery movement was under way,
with craft producers like House Spirits’ Aviation Gin leading the charge. Soon, Old Tom Gins
would return to the market alongside side a US return for Genever with Bols.
● 2008 - European Union legislation was passed governing what can be defined broadly as gin,
as well as what can be called London Dry Gin, in the EU, with rules relating to the quality of
the ethyl alcohol, the flavorings that are allowed, the ABV strength, and what substances
can be added at which point in the distillation process.
● 2009 - Antiquated laws about the size and location of stills that harkened back to the 19th
century meant that it was very difficult to establish a new distillery in London. In 2009,
after a two-year fight, for the first time since 1820 a distillery license was issued in London
(to Sipsmith gin). Apparently, one of many hurdles to acquiring the distillery license was
that no one was alive anymore who knew how to issue it! With the bureaucracy sorted,
several other new craft distilleries followed suit, and London is, once again, a hotbed for
gin.
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Fun Facts and Quotes
● Between 1684 and 1743 London spirits consumption went from 572000 gallons to 8 million
annually, equating to roughly two pints consumed by every man, woman, and child in Britain
each year.
Engraving at bottom of Hogarth’s Gin Lane:
“Gin cursed Fiend with Fury fraught,
Makes human Race a Prey.
It enters by a deadly Draught,
And Steals our Life away.
Virtue and Truth, driv’n to Despair,
It’s Rage compels to fly,
But cherishes with hellish Care

Theft, Murder, Perjury.
Dammed Cup! that on the Vitals preys
That liquid Fire contains,
Which Madness to the Heart conveys,
And rolls it thro’ the Veins.”
● Author and magistrate Henry Fielding wrote, in 1751, “The Drunkenness I here intend is that
acquired by the strongest intoxicating Liquors, and particularly by that Poison called Gin;
which, I have great reason to think, is the principal Sustenance (if it may be so called) of
more than an hundred thousand People in this Metropolis.”
● Dickens’ description of a gin palace, “The gay building with the fantastically ornamented
parapet, the illuminated clock, the plate-glass windows surrounded by stucco rosettes, and
its profusion of gas-lights in richly-gilt burners, is perfectly dazzling when contrasted with
the darkness and dirt we have just left.”
● One California paper in 1846 warned of the emergence of the Gin Palace reporting, “A
London paper says that to supply one ‘gin palace’ in that city, nine horses, drawing three
large wagons loaded with the baneful poison, are seen at regular periods progressing in a
sort of procession, and that it is boasted by a keeper of one of those ‘palaces’ which brings
ruin on the poor, that on a Saturday night a guinea a minute has been taken across the bar!
No wonder that the course of Political Reform is slow, when the money that should go to
improve their own minds, and educate their children and surround them with the comforts
and prepare them for the enjoyment of rational liberty, is thus abused to bind faster the
fetters of mental and moral degradation. People of California take warning!”
Source: Californian, Volume 1, Number 10, 17 October 1846
● According to a 1909 newspaper story, a Minneapolis bartender had recently invented a new
drink called the Suffragette cocktail: Clio gin, French Vermouth and Italian Vermouth, in
equal parts to make a gill, mixed in a cocktail glass. Add a dash of orange bitters and twist
two lemon peels and serve. According to the article, “One makes a man willing to listen to
the suffragette’s proposition. Two convince him that it has some merit. Three make him a
missionary, willing to spread the gospel abroad, and four make him go home and wash the
dishes.
Source: San Francisco Call, Volume 106, Number 34, 4 July 1909
● Jack London in 1910 in Burning Daylight, “Without reasoning or thinking about it, the strain
of the office...required check or cessation; and he found, through the weeks and months,
that cocktails supplied this very thing. They constituted a stone wall. He never drank
during the morning, nor in office hours...But the instant the business was finished, his
everlasting call went out for a martini, and for a double-martini at that, served in a long
glass so as not to excite comment.”
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